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You Can Get With This, or You Can Get With That: Thoughts on the 
Divine Feminine in the Everyday  
 
At the dawn of spring, volta of all that winter hush along the 
annual sonnet for amnesty repeated again and again in all the ways 
I’m so green, like soldiers and sprite brand and enticement and 
mint condition; I’m thinking about the divine feminine, the under 
and over-hyped spirit we call the so-called Diva from and to, over 
and under, and when we're lucky, through ourselves and into and as, 
the delight of true integration. I'm probing the loophole in 
terminologies of the sacred that tends to undermine the radiance of 
worship or even acknowledgement of female archetypes with a 
grotesque and dulling commitment to patriarchy...How do we reunite 
the sensual and the alpha, substance and light...  
 
What is the opposite of penis envy? The wish to be penetrating 
without being obvious, the wish for an inner alchemy not situated 
along the axis of any one pendulum, but enacting a oneness that 
leaves the yet undissipated dumbfounded, in awe, resenting the awe. 
I’m examining the ways in which the erotic and the mundane are what 
cross to move that quiet sometimes pent up force in us we call the 
spirit; we call any breach in the mundane, and there is an 
arrivance, an event wherein the most casual gesture saturates our 
hearts with meaning and attachment, the everyday becomes the 
highest form of sensuality and that sensuality the only-only 
liaison between our environments and our imaginations. The Feminine 
I speak of is the agent of this everyday sensuality which refuses 
to separate the mind from the body, form from content. The goddess 
is this, and she has been relegated to muse and the muse to 
mistress, and thus we decorate and tattoo the human heart with the 
oppressive silhouette of our forced bias, by us/for us/but not of 
us, knots of us stuck in the lazy constituency of gender and 
bucking the wrong system.  
 
What I’m trying to say is you’re a slave. When we spoke about the 
sacred we meant the praise conditioned into the erotic to alleviate 
some of the tension there; the platonic arousal.  When they 
invented the slave they meant to tempt that word and meaning into 
the body and up the chuckle of its good dream music, escape route 
music, onto stages, such the black entertainer, such as the female 
as object and sales tactic aura backed-up and affronted, and what 
does that make the black female entertainer, I wonder? And then we 
invented the brisk dichotomy between the masculine and the feminine 
energies within us, willfully, to explain our willful slavery on 
biological terms, to reify or relive it by turning the self against 
the self and forcing one element of the facture to submit to the 



other—and it’s ruinous down to our very glands and organs, our 
throats are constricting around the boundary while even the 
boundary itself is letting go.  
 
I invoke the Divine Feminine as a gasp for air, as a be-all-end-all 
in the most literal sense of that phrase, be whole, behold, don’t 
be beholden. We hope that the reel of the tongueless bell is 
retraced and the voice of the Divine Feminine entity in the 
everyday, regenerated by the frantically muted and neuter we’ve put 
it through, and made new, and heard. This would mean that the most 
strong, talented, beautiful, ferocious, and tender women, and men, 
are no longer confronted with witch hunt vibes. That the mistrust 
of that other-worldly energy that these body-and-souls come with, 
that exists and is reflected in all men and women, but that some 
express most vividly— that that mistrust is transmuted into respect 
and sweet devotion and the great unlearning that renews us all. 
That we are no longer put on trial and trailed by haters, for our 
greatest gifts and deepest contributions to the culture. Mojo, 
Juju, Hoodoo, do what you gotta do. And as that casual divinity re-
enters the human being story and the erotic and the devotional and 
the platonic and everyday and the masculine and the feminine, are 
reunited as such, as field of possibility accessible and inevitable 
for each of us, how will the landscape of our relationships be 
altered, be made into alter and decorated with a new array of 
associations. And how will our poetics, the jungle/skyscraper where 
we map our associations like nerve neverending, and our music, the 
abstract proof of the sonic universe the maps guide us into, be 
improved by this so subtle so drastic shift in perception.  By 
harnessing this old-new, we might even rescue one another form 
‘otherness’ blues and no longer have any excuse for our prejudices 
other than fear of our innermost selves, which has always been the 
culprit for all sorts of mediocrity.  
 
The hero, the heroine, the unknowable and divine, unfold every day, 
they are not sudden events that we can recognize at our convenience 
and dismiss when they present too much of a challenge, the denial 
of them as facts preys on us and derranges our creativity, as these 
traits are an unstoppable composite of he graceful, unrelenting, 
militancy and delicacy that the Divine Feminine introduces and uses 
to prevail as raw creative energy as the ether of creations itself. 
We better recognize and Come get to this.  Let’s get lost all up in 
it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Of Ganja and Hess 
 
It’s a shock to any system to see perfection, to have perfection 

hurled at you, the result of centuries of war and pain. No casual 
pleasure brought about those features. Some great horde of peoples 

have suffered to bring about that nose, arched in such a way as to 
exert power over  my every hidden appetite. She is black, as all 
things secret (sacred) black is nature’s hiding place, where she 

stores her loot. At night she dares to lie naked among the dark 
folds of her very own desires. She speaks to no one of night, but 

gives it, generously, to anyone who has the profoundness to hunger 
for it.   
 

 
(D’angelo: Africa)  is my decent, here I’m far from home  
                                                           blood of 
god is my defense, let it drop  
 
                                                                                                                
down 
 to my seed 
 

Abbey Lincoln on Like It Is with Gil Nobel  
 

Something you said earlier interests me, you said, you always 
envision yourself in terms of a man or with a man, do you still 
feel that way?  Yes.  Ummm. It’s a hard thing to do to live with a 
man. I mean, this approach to life, where a man and a woman live in 
a house together and she lives in his name/things like that... I 
don’t wanna do that anymore. I would like a man who understands the 
needs of a man and a woman. I embraced the arts before I embraced 
anybody, I met my music before I met any man.  And I will never put 
away my music for anybody.  It’s my life, or my work.  Nor would I 
expect a man to put away anything he has for me.  I... I’m anxious 
to understand something about, what they call polygamy... The 
inclusion rather than the exclusion,  when you find somebody you 
have to exclude everybody else  in your life. I believe people 
should enrich our lives, not make us poorer. I don’t think that men 
and women should live in the same house. I think a man should have 
his house and a woman should have her house. (sound of alarms). 
That comment brought on the fire alarms, you’re gonna burn this 

town down with that. (laughter) ummhmm. I’d like to try it for a 



change anyway, I’ve tried living with a man, I’d like to try having 
some kind of an alliance.  You say polygamy? Uh-huh. There’s been a 
lot of talk about polygamy but I don’t think we understand it at 
all. Here, there is polygamy practiced but it’s tacit and it’s done 
under cover, sneaky. People have many lovers sometimes that they 
relate to, but they’re afraid to claim them. Sometimes a man will 
say to a woman he’s married to: “She didn’t mean anything.” Well if 
that woman didn’t mean anything neither did I, or neither did 
anybody. We are all important. If a man falls in love with a woman 
and he is with one, that should not diminish anybody, it means that 
he has great love. If he knows how to treat everything it won’t 
hurt anybody... What about the jealousy factor? We’ll get rid of 
that as soon as we know...uhh, as soon as we approach things 
differently. Jealousy is built into this approach to life where 
you’ve got to have only one, only on can be anointed.  Here’s a 
poem I wrote   
 
 

Ahmad Miller and The Black Spirits 
 
...My mind, returning from the brink of surrender, reaches out, 
returning from a mad dream, together, desperately trying to grasp 
and observe the first days of spring  
 
 

From The Good Shepherd 
 
I lift the boy’s body from the trunk and push it over the 

embankment with my foot. I watch it roll down into the river and 
feel I’m rolling with it, feel the first cold slap of the water 

wheeze and fall down on one knee. How they grab at my ankles, my 
knees, and don’t I lead them, like a good shepherd...  When the 

last sweet mouthful of chocolate burns its way down my throat, I 
open the library book, the one on mythology, and begin to read. 
Saturn it says, devours its children. Yes, it’s true, I know it. An 

ordinary man though, a man like me, eats, and is full.  
 

Only God is n(ever) satisfied  
 
 

 
 
 



To a Jealous Cat 
 

...My man, don’t you try your jealous stuff on me. Don’t you know 
where you at...? 

 
-- 

 
I’m a beauty junkie wrapped in the thick of a thought, on the verge 
of a vision  

 
We speak like tongueless      bells bells belles     

 
I mean, an oral poet in the digital age, what do you do with that 
 

 
From Suddenly 
 
I swear this famous shit happened overnight/but I’m pimpin nigga: 

DOLOMITE 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Trouble Man (Marvin Gaye) and Cornell West on Clothing and Style  
 
Can you tell us a little bit about your style and how you use it to 

manifest or reflect your persona? 
                             What is a black dandy  

 
My clothing has everything to do with my calling  
 

My life task not just my day job. It’s an old school style and it 
comes out of the tradition of the jazz musicians and the black 

preachers like … Willie p Cooke  
 
So I get the fusion of the musical tradition on the one hand, 

oratorical/rhetorical tradition on the other, fused into my own 
sense of who I am, as a blues man in the life of the mind, jazz man 

in the world of ideas, a kinda soul brother... in the academy, an 



unsettled mind, trying to read, write, lecture, set people on fire. 
And it’s basically just part of the Caravan of Love, The Love 

Train, the Ojays sang about it.     Justice is what love looks like 
in public. People can feel a certain kind of love and compassion 

coming from you and then have that for others. It’s for the 
motherless, it’s for the fatherless, it’s for the oppressed, it’s 

for the marginal people. Because what you’ve done unto me, you’ve 
done to the orphan, the widow, the prisoner... so it’s that fusion 
of the jazz, it’s the fusion of the life of the mind, it’s the 

fusion of the...     
 

It is (k)not.... 
 
It       It    It    It is not It    It   It    It is not     It is 

not  enough     It is not enough to be free of the red  white and 
blue of the drag, of the drag   of the dragon  It is not enough to 

be free of the whips   principalities  and  powers    
 

   Where is your kingdom of the word  
 
 

A Soldier’s Dream  
 

I’m not gonna sing this one  
 

A lot a soldiers get it  
 
A lot of common people get it 

 
Most of the time common people are soldiers/that’s just how it goes   

 
Daybreak came and discovered me with my fantasies pasted to my 

face/I can’t look at you right now. Show me your eyes, she says. 
Later, he says. Now. No.  Shame is a prison, you know. Yeah... Well 
discretion is a fortress. You’re starin’, you’re looking too 

closely  
 

 
This is my rightful... There are many like it but this one is mine 
 

Blake Deeds  (Black deeds)  
 

I remember the time you told me, love is touching souls 



 
Rashad, Rolling  
 
I’m rollin    I’m row I’m road    I’m       rolled in down a  I’m 

rollin down a   I’m rolled in down a  I’m rollin   downa   lonely 
highway                  asking god to please forgive me.    She’ll 

come back and she’ll forgive me     
     
 

Curtis Mayfield The Makings of You  
 

 
 
Variations/Shadowboxing/The Fugitivity is Imminent to the thing but 
manifest (destined) transversally  
 

The next poem is called Shadowboxing and umm, the/the ‘he’ in the 
poem is a shadow, in case you’re confused: Sometimes you almost get 

a punch in, then you may go for days without even seeing him. Or is 
presence may become a comfort for a while. He says: I saw you 
scrambling last night on your knees and hands. He says: How come 

you always wanna be something else, why don’t you take your life 
seriously.  And you say, shut-up, isn’t enough that I tell you I 

love you, I give you everything. He moves across the room with his 
hand on his chin and says,  how great you are... Come here, let me 

touch you-you say, he comes closer, closer you say, he comes 
closer. Then: WHACK!   And you start again. Moving around and 
around the room, the room, which grows larger and larger, darker 

and darker. The Black Moon 
 

 
Like Manet’s Olympia, she’s unidentified, so I’m kinda (thinking 

about her)  
 
Watch her move into the story she still move, and tear shit up. 

Always a pleasure the banned deep brown of faces in the otherwise 
whack. The cruel disposed won’t stand still, apparatus tear shit up 

and always. You see they can’t get off when they get off. Some 
stateless folks spurn the pleasure they are driven to be and strive 
against. Man hit me again.  

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My Erotic Double/Loopdigga  
 

 
…  Another go around. No, but the last things you always find to 
say are charming and rescue me before the night does.  We are 

afloat on our dreams as on a barge made of ice, shot through with 
questions and fissures of starlight that keep us awake thinking 

about the dreams as they are happening. 
 

Thank you, you are a very pleasant person. Thank you, you are too.  
 
 

The Man With the Magic, Abbey Lincoln  
 

...And magically, the magic is, the magic man is mine  
 

 
Springtime Again / AstroInfinity Arkestra  
 

 
YeYo/Trim 
 
Sometime...  I get so...  lo nely    lo   n el y  lo nely   

 
    Can’t write like me, some try, but they not quite like me, them 
bark, but they don’t bite like me, ain’t out in the middle of the 
night like me   
 

Hey, I’d like to thank the creator, for giving me this gift 
 
Sometie me I get so    

     
                                        lonelylonely   lonely  

 



 
That’s when I take a minute, to re-evaluate  

 
 

Span Time 
 

Ready.   C’mon, what is that?! What? I was making it fun. You’re 
missing the point. We’re taking pictures for my parents. Do you 
understand that? We’re taking pictures like we’re a couple, like we 

like eachother, like we’re/were husband and wife. We span time 
together, we span time together as a couple, cause we’re a loving 

couple, spanning time. These photos are us in love spanning time. 
No bullshit faces, no funny faces, just    look like you like me, 
that’s all I want, just... 

 
Lord Such/Nowadayz 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, are you ready I’m gun tell it like it t.I. is 
… 
 
I just wanna hit it/quit it if it’s on like that, cause I got a man 

and you got a  
 

but one ain’t enough, I need...  Only God is never satisfied  
 

They go at you ass for blood     
 
One time for you mind  

 
ten  

 
nine  

 
eight 
 

seven 
 

Wonderlust/The Light of the World   (Pete Rock/Walcott) 
 
The Night would be full of inexpressible love. What rain is 

falling. I imagine the powerful and sweet odor coming from her, as 
coming from a still panther. And the head was nothing but heraldic. 

I got out of the van without saying goodnight. Goodnight would be 



full of inexpressible love. What rain is falling.  They went on in 
their transport and left me on earth, full of inexpressible love. 

What rain is falling. I turned, hiding my tears. There was nothing 
they wanted, nothing I could give them but this thing I have called 

The Light of the World.  The light of the world, that’s my 
favorite. What rain is falling. Full of inexpressible love. You 

come out-of-side the door, look outside, and you see this 
astonishing thing which is going on, which is the light on the sea, 
changing. Full of inexpressible love.          The Light of the 

Word, that’s my favorite.  
 

Reading vs. Shade 
 
In other words, if I’m a black queen and you’re a black queen we 

can’t call eachother black queens, that’s not a read that just a 
fact, so then we talk about...  

 
The light of the word, that’s my favorite.  

Outtakes and Sheilds  
 
The inner reality creates the outer form  
 
You have to start with yourself and accept the circumstances of 

your own life, accept them as your own creation, accept them as 
your own karma, accept them as your own truth, as your own work 

that you are given to do in this lifetime, and start with yourself, 
start by taking the time with yourself, to sit quietly in a day, to 
just be still and not let all the concepts and all the ideas and 

all the mental constructs wear you down.  
-- 

 
Live in the experience of constant awareness of that truth within  

 
--  
Zora Neale Hurston on the Zombie 
 
When you got to the zombie, I noticed you left her or him out of 

this book. Yes, well I thought I’d said enough about the zombie, 
I’d been on We the People and talked about the zombie, and I’d been 
out in Hollywood.  Well I never heard you talk about em, did you 

Vincent? No I haven’t. Uhhh, talk about the zombie just a little 
bit. Well, the zombie is supposed to be the living dead, people who 

die and are resurrected, but without their souls. And they’re 



supposed to be, never to be tired, and to do what the master says 
without cease and without being tired.  

 
And this particular zombie... 

 
He will just be an animated person, and maybe he’s taken to some 

distant plantation and put to work— 
 
Scarecrow 

 
Scareblackbird  

 
Fearless Juniper     How does this relate to womanhood?   What does 
this have to do with the black maybe? And prayer meeting? And the 

Sentimental Avant Garde?  
 

Suggested Reading/Suggested Listening  
 
James Baldwin, Everything  
Clarice Lispector, Everything  
Sun Ra, The All of Everything  

Ai, that too 
I and I  

Yo Momma’s Diary which pulses through her eyes and your veins  
Herbie Hancock, Speak Like a Child  

Frued, Three Essays on a Theory of Sexuality  
Moten, Everything, especially The Black Kant (Cant Chant Canto) 
Jamaica Kincaid, Girl 
Ornette Coleman, Lonely Woman 
Helene Johnson, Poem, Actually, lemme just:  
 
Little brown boy,  

Slim, dark, big-eyed,  
Crooning love songs to your banjo  
Down at the Lafayerre--  

Gee, boy, I love the way you hold your head,  
High sort of and a bit to one side,  

Like a prince, a jazz prince. And I love  
Your eyes flashing, and your hands,  
And your patent-leathered feet,  

And your shoulders jerking the jig-wa.  
And I love your teeth flashing,  

And the way your hair shines in the spotlight  



Like it was the real stuff.  
Gee, brown boy, I loves you all over.  

I'm glad I'm a jig. I'm glad I can  
Understand your dancin' and your  

Singin', and feel all the happiness  
And joy and don't care in you.  

Gee, boy, when you sing, I can close my ears  
And hear tom-toms just as plain.  
Listen to me, will you, what do I know  

About tom-toms? But I like the word, sort of,  
Don't you? It belongs to us.  

Gee, boy, I love the way you hold your head,  
And the way you sing, and dance,  
And everything.  

Say, I think you're wonderful. You're  
Allright with me,  

You are. 
 
Sade, Morning Bird 
Adrian Piper, Some 
Bill Gun, Ganja and Hess 
Grace Paley, All of it 
Nina Simone, I Put a Spell on You  
Badu, Out my Mind, Just in Time 
Helene Cixous, All 

MC LYTE  
Maria Bethania  
Miles Davis, ESP; Filles de Kilimanjaro 
Alice Coltrane, Eternity  
 

 
Names  
 
Abbey Lincoln, Oshun, Ma-at, Shakti, Sade, Ai, Badu, Ruby Dee, 
James Baldwin, Nina Simone, Clarice Lispector, Phylicia Rashad, The 

Eternal Triangle, Sonia Sanchez, what truth is coming through your 
mother that is going to come through you? David Bowie, Janet 

Jackson, Betty Mabry aka Betty Davis, Francis Davis, Cicely Tyson, 
Alice Coltrane, Prince, Beyonce, Helene Johnson, Dorothy Dandridge, 
Marvin Gaye, Frank Ocean, Billie Holiday, Dionysus, James Baldwin, 

James Baldwin, James Baldwin, James Baldwin, Your mom, Yo momma, 
Your Yo-yo, Your you, and your man—  

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 


